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RAW MASTERY

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

S O F T C E M E N T
col lect ion

 

Fans of minimalistic interiors will greatly enjoy the structure of concrete  
that inspired the Softcement tile collection. An interesting structure 
along with patchwork accents, is a mix of several interior design trends, 
that create an impressive and consistent composition in the collection. 
The imitation of concrete in three shades of grey, combined with very 
attractive decor and tiles with 3D-print structure, adds a new and inte-
resting character to any room. The Softcement collection is recommen-
ded to customers that would like to capture the energy and harmony  
of subtle and consistent interiors.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Softcement silver / graphite 120 x 280

/ silver

The interesting structure and the patchwork accents in the 
collection are a mixture of several interior trends, that create 
an interesting and coherent composition.
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2524

Softcement white 120 x 280

/ white Matt or polished, the gres surface in one of the three shades of gray 
will work perfectly with wood and stone.



2726

Softcement white

119,7 x 279,7

polished  PEI  

0,6 cm45903313317627

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness



2928

   R9   |   PEI  

Softcement white

119,7 x 279,7

matt

5903313315890 4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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 PEI  

Softcement silver

119,7 x 279,7

 

polished

5903313317641 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Softcement silver

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315913

matt    R9   |   PEI  

4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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 PEI  

119,7 x 279,7

 

Softcement graphite
polished

5903313317665 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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 PEI  

119,7 x 279,7

 

Softcement graphite

5903313315937

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  


